Panthersville Practice Policies

- Club participants shall enter the facility from the main gate; this is NOT the entry way for Athletics’ contests
- Parking should be confined to the paved or graveled areas only; Parking on grass or dirt is prohibited
- **Metal cleats are prohibited from being worn during practices**
- Clubs are permitted to schedule scrimmages with other teams at this facility; however they must be approved through the Sport Clubs Coordinator before being scheduled
- **In the event of inclement weather the Sport Clubs Coordinator will notify the club of a cancellation by 5PM the day of the practice**
- If inclement weather during the practice, the on-site supervisor will make the determination on the cancellation of practice
- **The club must contact the Sport Club Coordinator by 5PM the day of the practice if they elect to cancel their scheduled practice**
- If a club is a no-show then they will forfeit their next scheduled practice
- **Three no-show practices will result in forfeiture of practice at Panthersville for the remainder of that semester**
- A club must vacate their practice space immediately at the end of their reservation
- It is the club’s responsibility to leave the space in the same condition it was prior to the practice
- Clubs are responsible for the removal of event materials and trash
- ALCOHOL/TOBACCO PRODUCTS ARE PROHIBITED
- Pets are NOT allowed anywhere on the premises, except for the animals providing assistance to disabled users
- Profanity will NOT be tolerated, anyone using inappropriate language or behaving offensively will be asked to leave the property
- Glass is NOT permitted on the field for any reason
- Golfing is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises
- Department of Recreational Services is not responsible for any personal items left unattended and/or unsecured
- There will be an on-site supervisor for the practice, **please respect the requests of the on-site supervisor**

Please note clubs disobeying the stated policies above will result in a point deduction from the club’s yearly point value